
OFF THE RACK

Celebrate the transition between the seasons with these eclectic collections.
TRENDY TRANSITION

WORDS: STUART DANKER

Cute & Savvy 
Look graceful with 
Pedro’s new ballerina 
fl ats that come in four 
colours – blue, black, 
yellow and pink – with 
pretty little bows and 
metal emblems sitting 
perfectly on the vamp. 
These fl ats can be folded 
and come with a pouch 
for easy packing on the 
go. www.pedroshoes.com

Go with the Flow
Usher in summer with Flow’s care-free 
clothing collection from its Summer Heat 
series. This season’s silhouettes take on a 
minimalist approach, with embellished 
detailing like gold lining and bejewelled 
necklines on tops. Bursts of colour like 
blue, rust and green are the features of the 
season, and a range of darker hues is also 
available, making it easy to mix-and-match. 
www.fl owclothing.com

Children can now take 
their favourite cartoon 
characters on holiday 

with American Tourister’s new Disney and Marvel 
luggage and accessories collection. The Disney 
collection features Cinderella, Belle, Rapunzel, 
Mickey Mouse, Minnie Mouse and also characters 
from the movie Cars, while the Marvel line 
features Spiderman, with his trademark red, white 
and blue suit. All backpacks come with sternum 
straps to help distribute weight evenly and are 
100 per cent PVC-free. www.americantourister.com

Travel in Style
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OFF THE RACK

FASHIONISTAS, 
REJOICE!
To celebrate the Men's S/S 16 
Fashion Week, which takes place 
this month, here are some of 
the more outlandish pieces that 
were displayed during last year’s 
spring shows.

Accessorise in style with Dior’s new range 
of shades. The Dior Technologic and Dior 
So Real sunglasses put a new spin on 

traditional sunglasses with the frames boasting a distinguishable top 
bar that lends edginess to the design. The Technologic range sees 
the top bar covering most of the frame, while the So Real sunglasses 
boast detached rims. With 100 per cent ultraviolet protection, you 
can now protect your eyes and look sensational! www.dior.com

Sharp Shades

CROPPED 
CHIC 
London-based 
label Astrid 
Andersen 
took the stage 
with cut-off  
tops for men, 
both above 
and below 
the chest. The 
silhouettes 
were inspired 
by sportswear 
such as 
basketball 
jerseys and 
martial arts 
kimonos. 
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LOUD 
COLOURS 
While Issey 
Miyake’s 
Spring/
Summer 2015 
collection was 
subdued on 
the whole, the 
fi nal few looks 
of the theme 
defi nitely 
drew a few 
second-takes. 
Intensely 
coloured 
outerwear 
paired with 
equally loud 
bottoms 

made some of the outfi ts an 
acquired taste.
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BREAKING 
BOUNDARIES 
British label 
Siblings’ show 
for Spring/
Summer 2015 
saw patched 
viscose 
hairstyles 
with bone 
necklaces and 
skull-printed 
tops. The most 
outstanding 
outfi ts from 
this collection 
were the pom-
pom-styled 
clothes, which 
were more 

avant-garde than ready-to-wear.
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H&M highlights sports and 
futurism in its Autumn/Winter 
2015 show at the Grand Palais in 

Paris. Knee-high boots dominate the runway, with zigzag prints and 
stripes making the occasional appearance. Hooded parkas, zip-fronted 
jumpsuits and slender pants also grace the catwalk, while metallic-
looking materials like Lurex-knits give the collection a futuristic feel. 
The line will be available in stores in September. www.hm.com

Step into the Future

Take the Plunge
The Longines Heritage Diver 1967 
combines refi ned design and 
functional features. Inspired by a 
diver's watch originally produced 
in 1967, the chronograph watch 
comes with a tachymeter function 
and its hands are coated with 
Super-LumiNova, a glow-in-the-
dark technology that shines up to 
10 times brighter than other zinc 
sulphide-based materials. It has a 
30 bar water-resistant mark as well, 
keeping true to the spirit of diving. 
www.longines.com
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